Satisfaction Rates With Electronic Health Records

The reviews are mediocre, but some physicians are enthusiastic.
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Electronic health records (EHRs) were pioneered in medicine nearly 30 years ago, but only in the past decade have large numbers of physicians adopted their use. The conversion from paper records to EHRs requires extensive time, money, and energy, and users’ opinions as to whether it is worth it are mixed.

POOR GRADES FOR EHRs

In 2014, Kane and Chesanow surveyed 18,575 physicians about their use of EHR systems and asked participants to rate them on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent).1 The 18 top-rated EHR systems received average grades from 3.9 to 2.6, suggesting that physicians generally remain unimpressed with the performance and use of EHRs, even with the best systems.

In terms of the drivers of physicians’ dissatisfaction, 70% cited decreased face time with patients, and 57% noted a reduced ability to see more patients. Thirty-eight percent of respondents specifically associated EHRs with worsened service. On the other hand, some respondents noted an improvement in responding to patients’ issues (35%), documentation (63%), and collections (39%).

Physicians’ opinions were split regarding clinical operations, patients’ services, and staff management. About 35% claimed EHRs improved these critical aspects, and 35% stated the opposite.

Clearly, there is a dichotomy between physicians who have perceived benefits from EHR adoption and those who have found the technology to be an impediment.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

Two benefits that satisfied EHR users commonly mention are improvements in documentation and billing.2 With this technology, charts are not lost, and partners’ notes are legible. Physicians have access to patients’ records when they are on call, which may reduce inappropriate or erroneous medication refills, especially for glaucoma patients who have not been seen for many years. Physicians have also realized significant cost savings in transcription or dictation services. Although staffing reductions are uncommon as a result of adopting an EHR system, many physicians report that, with staff freed of tasks like filing, they can assume more productive roles such as in patient services.

Expert EHR users have exploited EHR data summary functions and tracking to facilitate better care. Summary screens with the dates, results of tests and procedures, and trends over time save time spent on chart searching and eliminate duplicated efforts. EHRs have also aided in recruitment efforts for studies.3 On the balance, e-prescribing can save time, may reduce errors, and in
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some systems, allow providers to see refill information. Physicians can more easily track their own outcomes, although many are concerned about third parties’ accessing this information.

Even EHR enthusiasts admit that physicians now have the continued challenge of talking to monitors rather than patients. Interestingly, some users of EHR systems have found ergonomic interventions to minimize this issue. Documentation time remains a key issue.

EHR system selection, customization, and physicians’ expertise are critical factors. The proper use of the copy and paste function (or copy forward functions) and automated letters are tools that can save time and reduce drudgery when used intelligently but, like a sharp scalpel, can be wielded with dangerous results.

PATIENTS’ AND PHYSICIANS’ PERCEPTIONS

Computer technology is ubiquitous, and patients expect medicine to be high tech. Paper charts are not consistent with the image that most physicians wish to convey to their patients. Health care providers’ use of technology has an impact on patients’ perceptions of a practice.

Physicians have perceived EHRs as the source of woes, but in many ways, the technology has been the messenger or vehicle by which third-party regulations and requirements have been imposed. Some of the inefficiencies in EHR systems are driven by documentation requirements related to coding, legal concerns, and meaningful use initiatives that may not be directly relat-

The realization that many of the constraints inherent in the transition to EHRs are related to outside regulations may reduce misplaced anger. Thus, EHRs can be viewed as a solution to these impositions rather than the source.

Considering the challenges, the complexities, and the broad and diverse reactions to EHRs, these are clearly interesting times to be a physician. Some physicians have been more successful in this transition, and the rest need to seek those individuals out and emulate their efforts. Not only will this prevent the proverbial reinvention of the wheel, but it will also help drive the EHR industry to copy best practices. Physicians’ flexibility, leadership, and active involvement in this process are critical to their own welfare and that of their staffs and patients.
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